Dellinger Park Trails

Long Route (Purple) - 2.1 mile Gravel Trail: Begin at point A (Trail entrance beside basketball courts), continue around lake, ball fields, tennis courts, and back to point A.

Lake Route (Green) - 1.1 mile Gravel Trail: Begin at point B (Trail entrance across from shelters, back parking lot), continue around lake to point C then directly back to point B.

Short Route (Orange) - 1.3 mile Gravel Trail: Begin at point A (Trail entrance beside basketball courts), turn right at point B, continue around ball fields, tennis courts and back to point A.

Etowah Riverwalk (Blue) -.79 mile Concrete Trail: Begin at point D (Trail, concrete, entrance behind Dellinger Park Office), continue down concrete path crossing over Douthit Ferry Rd., staying on trail in front of the middle school to the first paved trail intersection.